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Parsival 11: Comparison to previous versions

Features Parsival 11 Parsival

Comprehensive list of reaction steps X X

Galerkin h-p-method for PSD simulation X X

Recipe modules advanced -

Parameter estimation tool advanced, new handling basic

Sensitivity analysis (Monte-Carlo) new -

Sensitivity analysis (sigma points) new -

Dynamic graphic and chart administration new -

PDE-solver for particle size distributions extended X

Project handling, parameter and module sets new -

Script interpreter new handling X

Model comparison, exchange of objects between projects new -

All-in-one XML project files new -

User database new -

Cape-Open interface integrated -

Optimization module integrated and improved -

OLE/COM interface X X
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Parsival 11: The completely new user interface
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 Population balances for particle size distributions e.g.

 crystallization

 dispersions

 emulsion polymerization

 Basic chemical kinetics

 Bio kinetics and systems biology

 Reactor models → batch, semi-batch, continuous, plug-flow, cascades

Parsival: An open and modular system
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 Select reaction step from comprehensive list

 Assign species w.r.t modeling context

Parsival: Modular kinetics
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 Now based on molar concentrations for fluids and gases for more 
comprehensive treatment of precursor kinetics

 Includes complete “Presto-Kinetics”

Parsival: Modular kinetics
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 All input of all species entered in terms of recipes

 Various input modes

 Project contains list of recipes, one set to be active

 Input of different feed strategies

Recipes: separate from substance and reactor definitions
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 Input of different feed strategies

Recipes: Operation modes
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 Can also be used in online graphics

 Used in parameter estimation

Recipes: Flexible handling of initial PSD data
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 Add own code for 

 additional output

 rate expressions

 additional equations

 Simple script language, access to all system variables by high-level script 
commands

Integrated scripting: User-defined extensions
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 Create own graphic tabs, even during a simulation

 Drag & drop curves to graphic tab

 Combine graphics in one chart

 Selective export of all graphic data possible

 Comprehensive handling of reference graphics

Output: Enhanced online charts
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 Fit of any set of model parameters vs. any set of experimental data

 concentrations

 temperature

 product properties: mean values, full distributions

 user-defined script expressions

 Important new functionalities in Parsival

 project administration of data and configurations

 powerful sensitivity analysis

 comprehensive administration, output and export of results

 Algorithms

 Gauss-Newton with damping strategy (accurate local search)

 special algorithm detecting dependencies among parameters

 box search (deterministic scan of parameter range)

 simulated annealing (stochastic global search)

Parameter estimation: New handling, improved algorithms
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 Values of fitted parameters including statistic values

 Estimation of essential degrees of freedom

 Detailed presentation of residuals and parameters

 Numerous functions for setup and analysis

Parameter estimation: New options to analyze results
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 Global search leading to parameter probability distributions

 Example: narrow distribution for kg, but broader range for nucleation

Parameter estimation: New Bayesian analysis


